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Lieferando taking a lead on fresh pizza boxes in
Germany
Lieferando, a fast growing on-line supplier of home-delivery food such as pizza,
pasta and sushi has chosen Billerud’s 100% primary fibre paper for their new
and improved pizza delivery boxes. The main reason behind the decision is the
purity of the material guaranteeing a high level of product safety for their
customers. High customer satisfaction is key and lieferando is not willing to
comprise on the quality of the packaging.
Product safety is a hot topic and the regulations
around food packaging are very strict. In Italy, the
home of the pizza, the boxes are always made of
primary fibres. Now the trend is moving North and
lieferando is introducing stronger and fresher pizza
boxes in Germany made from the highest quality
Scandinavian fibres. The strength of the raw
material makes it possible to reduce the weight of
the packaging and at the same time increase the
printability and purity of the food packaging.
“We are a new company wanting to challenge the market by modern technology and high customer
satisfaction. It is therefore natural that we look for smarter packaging that boosts our brand and
protect out high quality pizzas in the best possible way.” says Kai Hansen, owner of lieferando.
The boxes will be produced by the Schiettinger Group in Auerswalde together with MB Karton Ernst
Behrend in Berlin, Germany. Schiettinger Group is a company with over a century’s experience of
producing solid and corrugated board for numerous types of end uses.
“We are a strong believer in the supremacy of primary fibres and the demand is constantly
growing. Sustainability questions are on the agenda and we want to take our responsibility in
the value chain by reducing the packaging weight and thus the waste. Billerud is a natural
partner for us since they are in the forefront of developing high quality materials for smarter
packaging solutions” says Bernhard Schinner, Production Plant Manager, at Schiettinger.
Billerud’s paper is made from a 100% primary fibres and complies with FDA 2011 Title 21,
Chapter 1, § 176.170, §176.180 and BfR 2012 A, recommendation XXXVI. The paper is both
compostable and recyclable.

Billerud – The Natural Part in Smarter Packaging
Billerud provides high quality paper and state-of-the-art packaging expertise. Together with our global network of converters,
we develop smarter packaging solutions that reduce costs, boost brands thanks to improved design, and contribute towards
smoother logistics and a cleaner environment. We have a turnover of SEK 11 billion and employ 2,500 people in 13 countries.
www.billerud.com

For further information, please contact:
Kai Hansen, Owner of lieferando Berlin, Phone +49 30 28 88 65 71 0, kai.hansen@lieferando.de
Bernhard Schinner, Production Plant Manager, Schiettinger Group, Phone+49 37208 608 0,
bschinner@schiettinger.de
Andreas Behrend, Managing Director, MB Karton Ernst Behrend, Phone +49 30 72 00 30 0,
a.behrend@mb-karton.de
Mikael Andersson, Sales and Marketing Director Packaging Boards, Phone: +46 555 410 72
mikael.j.andersson@billerud.com
Heinrich Ohlendorf, Sales Director, Billerud Central Europe GmbH, Phone +49 40 320 161 10
heinrich.ohlendorf@billerud.com

Lieferando
Lieferando is an entrepreneurial company founded in 2009 offering a wide selection of home
delivered food via their on-line portal and iPhone apps. The company focuses on high customer
satisfaction and internet services that facilitate the purchasing experience for both private citizens as
well as companies. The main markets are Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France and Poland. Link to
lieferando’s website: www.lieferando.de

Shiettinger
The Schiettinger Group with headquarters In Göppingen produces corrugated boxes and displays.
The four Schiettinger mills Göppingen, Brand/Opf., Wellpappe Auerswalde und Lichtenau Display KG
focus on packaging for the food industry and packaging with self-adhesive systems. The Schiettinger
Group also focuses on packaging for direct food contact such as pizza boxes. One of Schiettinger´s
specialities is the high quality flexo print. Link to Schiettinger´s website: www.schiettinger.de

MB Karton
MB Karton Ernst Behrend GmbH is a medium-sized company situated in Berlin. The company
produces folding box boards and corrugated boards specialised in food industry. Based on a wide
range of materials, packaging with various finishing is offered all over Germany and if required
licensed according to VVO. www.mb-karton.de
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